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About This Game

Fight against other medieval warriors all around the world!

Deus Vult is an online medieval fighting game which uses cutting-edge weapon physics to make you feel like a real knight.
The numerous weapons available have each their own behaviour and fighting style: you can keep your enemy at distance with a

spear or destroy him at close range with an axe, protect yourself with a shield or take the risk to fight with two swords.

You can defy players online in 1vs1 best of 5 medieval battles. As your level increases, you will unlock a wide choice of
weapons and learn to master each of them to slay your opponents. You can customize your hero and take a break from the

intense combat to chat with your brave rivals in the tavern.
In Deus Vult, you will discover epic landscapes and a world full of mystery where you will FIGHT FOR GLORY!

Features

- Full character customization ( body, clothes, and armor)
- Online matchmaking

- A social tavern where you can meet other players
- Physics based online combat system

- 12 maps
- 14 weapons with specific gameplays

- AI fighting with 4 levels of difficulty so that you can train yourself for the real duels
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Safety Notice

Deus Vult requires players to swing their controllers and perform wide gestures in virtual reality. Be cautious with your
environment and play at your own risk. Raptor Lab is not responsible for any destruction of property or the injury of yourself or

anyone else while playing Deus Vult.

Play far away from any object, have plenty of space, use high quality wrist straps, remove all children or animals from the
room, do not play near stairs.

Room-Scale Info

Deus Vult will play correctly with simple standing configuration as long as you can move your arms in any direction without
risking to hit something. However, it is recommended for best playing experience to have 2.5m x 2.5m of playspace or more.

Oculus Setup Info

This game requires the use of motion controllers. You can play on a 180° setup and use the joysticks to rotate your playing
space.
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Genre: Action, Simulation, Early Access
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Publisher:
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Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: i5 64bit

Graphics: GTX 960
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Have you ever wondered what it would be like, if you stuck a needle or nail to a wooden object and started spinning a thread
around it starting from there. Wonder no more!
The gamey aspect is that the thread or rope "paints" a little area where it touches the wood. You have a set percentage you need
to paint to proceed, a limited rope and you need to finnish to the starting nail. Physics engine works quite nicely, although
sometimes the control scheme with mouse feels a tad inadequate.
It's a perfect game as such but would really - really benefit from VR support. Developers, please make a new one for Oculus,
Vive and the rest, eh?. good little psychadelic platformer, excels in atmosphere, nice soundtrack. buttons\/general collision
physics can be a little finnicky but can be overlooked for the game's overall experience. Interesting game, not for those who
want to just breeze through a game as it requires thought and constant travelling back and forth to locations.
Not gonna lie, I did use walkthroughs a bit as I missed vital items.
Very eerie storyline but consistant and well done, if you're looking for traditional jumpscares, look elsewhere. This game relies
on the players curiosity as the story slowly unfolds with every completed puzzle.
A decent length for a $10 game. The only big downfall for me was being in a very very small walls maze and not being allowed
to touch the sides or you are transported back to the beginning of the 'puzzle' and not to mention you cannot see where you are
going and there is no option to lower mouse sensitivity - gg. I did spend much longer than I should have on this part. I dont think
this was a neccassary addition and didn't compliment the game in any way, if anything it seemed like a rushed idea for another
puzzle.
However, I do recommend this game for those who like a bit of a challenge and appreciate the atmospheric puzzle horror
genre!. A relaxing and fast-paced jumping puzzle game. If you like surfing from Counter Strike, you'll probably like this game.

I bought it and was messaged by someone who invited me to a speedrunning community for Inertia. I watched videos of these
people doing levels STUPID fast. I wanted to do levels stupid fast: So I did. I spent the rest of the week trying and retrying over
and over until I got the run I wanted. But you don't have to no-life it like I did, if you just want to wind down and jump on some
platforms, Inertia has the perfect balance of difficulty and level design for you. You won't regret buying this game, 9.5/10. One
of the gifts of video games is the ability to step into someone else's shoes. You can be another person, live the experience of
another culture, explore a whole new mythology. You can experience whole new lives and identities. You can learn something,
develop a new mindset to solve new puzzles.

Or you can have a game about Native Americans that includes South American and African world bits and confuses wigwams
and teepees and actually has a scalp hanging in the happy couple's home, why not? I've never heard of some of the spirits in this
game, and the Native artifacts in this game seem to come from many tribes. I have no idea if the mythology is authentic or not,
and nowhere to start looking.

I am going to give up and appropriate someone else's review.

"Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game."

That person gave it a thumbs up so I'll just take that, too. African animals for everyone!. A very quirky story about an eccentric
(must be millionaire with all the contraptions, bunkers and cities he can build) who likes to kidnap children (and panda bears?)
and perform emotional and cognitive experiments on them. Hence if your a police officer looking for a quick promotion,
performing a drug bust at 'Chicken in the Corn' studios might be the place to go.

Is it scary? NO

Does it make sense? Hell NO...

Is it supernatural? Not really, though you will come across a borg ghost? Apparenlty when we die our souls still carry their
robotic parts with them? Lost me there...

So what is good about the game? The game hardly holds your hand and the games settings is quite unique in comparison to what
else is out there. There is versatility when it comes to the puzzles that will test your memory, speed, accuracy, maths etc.
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What is bad about the game? It can get infuriating playing the same thing over and over again, just to get your hints back again,
as the game only awards you with a very few spendable hints.

Still worth the look if your into point and click adventures and something different, and if it ever goes on sale...
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Pretty decent little game. No-nonsense real time-ish first person dungeon crawler with a good basic formula and varying tactical
approaches. It's a bit rough around the edges (could do with a bit of polish on collision/hit/damage feedback, perhaps), but it's
entirely playable and scratches a certain itch. I actually rather like the simple, oldschool quest dialogue. There's a refreshing,
earnest purity and reverence for the essence of the dungeon crawl spirit here, entirely free of the corrosive postmodern miasma
which has largely consumed creative efforts in the West. If you enjoy this sort of comfiness, and the trailer beckons to you, go
ahead and grab this one.

I'll probably replay it twice to see how mage and dex/crit builds work out.. at least you don't have to grind to get the dlc outfit.
This game is infuriating as well as being addictive. Infuriating in the fact that it is only luck to get past the levels due to having
no knowledge of what colour or placement the AI is going to do next and since this is two thirds of the game; the odds are
already against you. Addictive due to that one more try syndrome, just hoping you will do it. I got this for something like 90%
off so I don't regret it but at full price; there are games which do this type of gameplay far better. Get it in a sale only.. While
the game is charming and the graphics are alluring (if you like the neon aesthetic), the controls and overall gameplay are just
unbearable. These are the most clunky platforming controls I've ever encountered, especially when it comes to swinging. There's
no real precision and through the entire stretch of the game I made it through I found myself frustrated.

To make matters worse, the "creavures" don't follow each other. This means you have to basically do everything in the game
twice, back to back, to finish the levels. I'd much prefer the Trine approach, where you could swap characters on the fly.

Overall the game was somewhat enjoyable. I gave this one a fighting chance because I could tell there was a vision in this and
there was a certain charm. Unfortunately, even after forcing myself through 3 hours of the messy controls, I just couldn't push
myself to finish it. Can't really recommend it. It's pretty to look at, but frustrating to play.. Very disappointing game, with a
horrible camera and rather stupid AI and almost no environment to work with.
You also get thrown in different scenarios and can't work with the most of your units (you should at least be able to build some
defences).

The idea behind the game is great tho, but the implemantatio is rather poor.. Not as bad as Episode 1, but Tails was sorta wasted
in this.. Once I started, I couldn't put it down.
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